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Adventure awaits in NetEnt’s Temple of
Nudges
The nudge is king as NetEnt takes players deep into the jungle on a
treasure hunt in search of ancient gold.

There is more than meets the eye in Temple of Nudges™. Set among the exotic flora and
fauna of a lush, verdant jungle, the 5×3 video slot with 243 betways combines nudges,
symbol stacks and re-spins to deliver maximum excitement.
Whenever there is a winning combination on the reels, the nudge feature is activated. After
the win is counted up, the reels move one symbol down and if there is a winning
combination, the win is counted up again. The nudge feature is activated for as long as there
is a winning combination on the reel – and with the long symbol stacks in Temple of
Nudges™ there's a chance the reels could nudge over and over again.
During the Re-Spin feature, all matching winning symbols lock on the reels and all other
symbols re-spin adding the chance of an even bigger win.
“Temple of Nudges is a carefully designed and targeted slot game. It is not highly volatile,
nor has the game low volatility. It has been designed specifically to deliver strong wins
regularly, for players that want a great experience in a short game session.
“Nudges are a big favourite with players around the world and with us too, so we created a
game that is all about nudges delivering great wins. The feeling we created when combining
nudges with the re-spins, giving a chance for even longer nudges, is a pretty powerful one.
Temple of Nudges™ will be a great and specifically crafted addition to our diverse and deep
portfolio.” said Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of Games.
Play Temple of Nudges for free here
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